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The n = 0 tokamak diverted double null (DN) plasma stability features the separatrix local-
ized mode once the current density at the separatrix is finite [1]. The conducting wall very close
to the X-point is needed to stabilize the n = 0 peeling mode. Besides the value of positive (with
respect to the total plasma current) current density at the plasma edge, the proximity of the
plasma boundary cutoff to the separatrix is destabilizing. On the contrary, the deviation from
plasma up-down symmetric DN configuration, for which perturbed surface current is induced
only in case of finite edge current density, to the single null configuration, is strongly stabilizing
for the n = 0 peeling mode. These features are consistent with the analytic results presented in
[2]. In particular, the role of perturbed surface current in setting the stability limits should be
further investigated.

Being the separatrix localized mode, the n = 0 peeling mode is susceptible to strong stabi-
lizing influence of the plasma outside the separatrix in contrast to the standard global n = 0
mode when conducting wall is far enough from the plasma boundary. The unstructured grid
MHD_NX code is used to investigate the SOL plasma stabilizing influence [3].

Recently discovered separatrix localized n = 0 peeling mode may be related to the M-mode
triggering in JET during L-H transitions [4]: rising current density at the separatrix could be
a source of the mode destabilization. The stability of reconstructed JET equilibria is to be an-
alyzed also taking into account plasma outside the separatrix. The suite of equilibrium and
stability codes for diverted plasmas with SOL is ready for that [5].
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